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    The purpose of this modification is to correct the CLIN type data field for CLINS 0X36, 0X38, 0X37, 0X43, 0X44, and 0X45.
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STANDARD FORM 30 (REV. 10-83)

Prepared for GSA
FAR (48 CFR) 52.243

APPROVED BY ORM 11-84
SUMMARY OF CHANGES

SECTION A - SOLICITATION/CONTRACT FORM

The following have been added by full text:

BLOCK 6
PoC  Patricia Collier
     AIR 2.3.5.1.3
     240-725-7524
     Patricia.collier@navy.mil

BLOCK 8
     DUNS 126525976

SECTION B - SUPPLIES OR SERVICES AND PRICES

    CLIN 0035
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0036
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0037
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0043
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0044
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0045
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0135
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0136
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0137
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0143
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0144
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0145
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0235
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0236
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0237
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
    CLIN 0243
         The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0244
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0245
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0335
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0336
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0337
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0343
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0344
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0345
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0435
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0436
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0437
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0443
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0444
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.
CLIN 0445
The CLIN type priced has been deleted.

This modification P00008 is place pursuant to the terms and conditions of contract N0001-11-D-00002 and as set forth by this modification. All other terms and conditions remain unchanged.

(End of Summary of Changes)